Regulated Expression of sgRNAs Tunes CRISPRi in E. coli.
Methods for implementing dynamically-controlled multi-gene programs could expand capabilities to engineer metabolism for efficiently producing high-value compounds. This work explores whether CRISPRi repression can be tuned in E. coli through the regulated expression of the CRISPRi machinery. When dCas9 is not limiting, variations in sgRNA expression alone can lead to CRISPRi repression levels ranging from 5- to 300-fold. Titrating sgRNA expression over a 2.5-fold range results in 16-fold changes in reporter gene expression. Many different classes of genetic controllers can generate 2.5-fold differences in transcription, suggesting they may be integrated into dynamically-regulated CRISPRi circuits. Finally, CRISPRi cannot be reversed for up to 12 hours by expressing a competing sgRNA later in the growth phase, indicating that CRISPR-Cas:DNA interactions can be persistent in vivo. Collectively, these results identify genetic architectures for tuning CRISPRi repression through regulated sgRNA expression and suggest that dynamically-regulated CRISPRi systems targeting multiple genes may be within reach.